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OBAMA'S2011 STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS 

Two years ago I said that we needed to reach a level of research and development we haven t seen since the 
space race and an a few weeks I Will be sendang a budget to congress that helps us meet tnat goal. 
Especially clean energy technOlogy 

Already we·re seeing the promase of renewable energy. 1/1/e need to get behind thas lnnovallon To help pay 
for at, I'm askang congress to eliminate the bolllons on taxpayers dollars we currently gNe to oil companoes. 
And instead of subsidizing yesterday's energy let's invest In tomorrCNis energy · 

What are the two kinds of solar energy technologies? 

F ,;t, photovoltaic or PV technology These are the panels !lUI on rooftops of homes CJ( buddlngs to 
produce electnc~y PhotOI/oltaac panels can also be Installed In sotarfaeld to produce electncoty for 
commercial purposes 

seco • there Is Concentrated Solar Power or CSP technology CSP uses solar lenses to create 
heat from the sun. RaPower3 uses a type of CSP 

2 What are the two ways CSP heat from the solar lenses are utilized? 

F 1"1, the CSP solar lenses can Mat water or a Uquod which in tum propels a lurtlane wllach can then 
produce electricity The electncoty can provide power for a home or a building Excess power can 
then be sold to a power company hke many taxpayers do with theor photovoUaJc panels. Electricity can 
be used to power wells to provode water to Jarm areas 8ectncoty can also be put on the grad and sold 
to a city or utility company depending on the state. 

s-'00<1. the Mat can be used for non-electricity purposes FCJ( example CSP can be used to heat a 
building or a greenhouse. This qualifies for the tax credots 1/1/e can also use heat to produce pUre 
distilled water 1/1/e can take the voluminous brackosh water from Delta or salt water from the ocean and 
run It through our turbone. As the steam comes out our turoane's jet nozzle, all the particles drop to the 
bottom, so when the steam condenses, we have pure distilled water 1/1/e are plan nang on using this 
water production for extens111e imgahon purposes on desert areas and diminlshang the devastatmg 
effects of droughts. 

Again, our lenses provide solar process heat f(J( a vanety of purposes All of which. qualify for the 
tax credrts We can also produce electncrty and the pUre water at the same time at no extra cost This 
Is the lnnCNahon congress and President Obama wanted by passing the ARRA. 

Finally, we can create temperatures with our solar lenses In excess of 2.000 degrees Thos allows us 
to make an Inexpensive zinc air battery This could replace volatile lothoum ballenas. I nnovallon No 
electricity but qualifies for the tax credit 

3 What are the tax forms for the tax credits and what do the instructions say? 

The IRS tax forms are 3468 and 3800 1/1/e put the allo.vable 30% tax credo! on line 12b whtch states 
Basis or property usang solar Illumination or solar energy placed in sel'lice during the tax year that was 
acquired after Oecember 31 , 2005, and the basis attributable to construction, reconstll.lctfon. Of 

erechon by the taxpayer after Oecember 3t 2005 (see msill.lctoons) 

lnstructaons from the IRS for form 3468 
To qualify as energy property, property must be equipment that uses solar energy to 

Generate electncoty, 
Heat or cool (or prCNfde hot water for use In) a structure, or 
Provide solar process heat (but not to heat a SWimming pool) 

It os clear our solar lenses produce heat f(J( a vanety of purposes. They can also generate electnolly 
for several purposes outside of po.ver being put on the grid, although, we can also pUt power on the 
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